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Spotlight on Ireland

Major industry trends

The Irish

Tourism industry is currently estimated to be worth
a record €8.7bn annually.

Amsterdam retains the top spot as
the most attractive European city
for investment whilst Dublin moves up to
3rd place

In 2017, Ireland earned

an estimated €6.5bn from

overseas tourism. Growth in visits from long haul markets of

North America and Rest of the World was strong with double digit
growth. Visits from mainland Europe grew marginally by 4% while visits
from Britain fell by 7%.

95% of Irish Hoteliers concerned about the impact
Brexit will have in 2018.
the UK
is at its peak in the
investment cycle
with Spain, Ireland
and Germany
in the upturn
Over half say

Traditional bank debt is
expected to be the most common
source of ﬁnancing in the market (60%),
private equity (45%)
and alternative lenders (41%)

followed by

Government have
kept the 9% VAT rate
for hotel related activities

Despite Chinese capital controls on
international hotel investment, respondents view

Region

Occupancy
Rate

RevPar

Dublin

84%

€149

Cork

81%

€79

Limerick

73%

€55

Galway

76%

€80

which has added to the
attractiveness of the sector.

China as a close 3rd behind European and
North American investors as the
dominant source of investment in 2018

Brexit concerns are low on the agenda
In contrast, terrorism (#1) and a lack

Terrorist attacks

67%

Lack of economic growth

50%

Black or grey swans

28%

Political tension
Rise in interest rates

27%
22%

worth of
transactions in the sector in 2017.
It was a relatively quiet year for hotel sales, given
the €850m recorded in 2016 and the €1bn seen
in 2015.

and data lies in an improved booking experience

for the user (#1) and improved personalised
customer communication (#2)
Operational optimisation is #3
and represents another key focus area,
especially in light of concerns around

Investment choices

Dublin currently has a stock of
c.19,000 hotel bedrooms

rooms in Dublin by 2020,

There were €500m

Risks to the European hotel industry in the next 5 years

Almost two thirds say the biggest potential for technology

Despite baby boomers having the
highest disposable income,
>60% think that Millennials

Opportunities for the innovators

in planning will add 3,000

€3bn worth of hotels have
changed hands locally since 2012

economic growth (#2) are considered to be the
biggest sources of risk

Capturing the consumer

rising operating costs

a 15% increase in the total stock.

of

Technology and big data

Driving business with the
younger generation

and Generation X have
the biggest potential to
drive business over
the next 5 years

Construction projects underway or

for the industry in Europe ranking #7 out of 13.

Future
growth demographics

Over a third say they would
invest their own money in
small innovative hotel
companies over traditional/
established hotel companies
or the OTAs and
shared economy

across the UK and Europe

